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iGT UNC / iGT INC Consultation Response 

 

Date 3rd April 2009 

Reference iGT024VAV Consultation  

Title Inspection Notification and Cyclical Read File 
Format and Response File – Clarification of File 
Naming Convention - Sequential 

Respondee ES Pipelines 

Position on the Modification  Do not support Modification 

Facilitation of the relevant objectives 
 

a. the efficient and economic operation of the pipe-line system 
 
ESP considers that this modification would not further this objective. The Modification 
would introduce an unnecessary layer of validation/rejection on top of what already 
exists. More rejections will contribute to lower read submission and so less effective AQ 
review, for example. This may also generate increased levels of shipper query activity 
associated with file handling and read related invoices rather than legitimate data 
queries. 
 
b. the co-ordinated, efficient and economic operation of the pipe-line system of one or 

more other relevant gas transporters 
 
The more reads that are submitted, the better will be the AQ review process, allowing 
more accurate reporting to the upstream transporter. This Modification hinders the 
submission of valid meter readings and so is counter-productive. 

 
d. the securing of effective competition between relevant Shippers and between 
relevant Suppliers 
 
The existence of a level of file name validation, on top of the validation that already 
exists to ensure that submitted meter readings are sound, hinders the submission of 
reads to the Transporter. This works against relevant objective (d), since it will 
potentially worsen Shipper performance in the change of supply process and work to 
the detriment of the customer experience when joining a new Shipper. 
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Additional Information and Comments 
 
Please note this response is identical to that given to modification iGT024VV. 
 
Assumptions 
 
The present Modification intends to clarify a file numbering system for previously approved 
meter reading file formats. This response assumes that the Modification seeks to define 
the method of file numbering used by Shippers, mandate that the Transporter validates 
according to that numbering system AND must reject the file when the validation rules are 
failed. 
  
The reason ESP make the above assumptions is that it may not be clear to Ofgem from the 
Modification proposal, in isolation from the related discussions of this and other linked 
Modifications, that the Transporter will be obliged to reject files when validation on file 
numbering is failed. This is central to ESP’s views presented here. 
 
General comments 
 
The potential impact of rejecting meter read files which fail file numbering validation will 
be that many lines of valid data will not be recorded by the GT system. Depending on the 
numbering system, subsequent files may also fail until the rejection is dealt with by the 
Shipper. The Shipper may ask the iGT to help in rectifying the rejection and realigning new 
files with acceptable numbering. The iGT may receive increased queries because files have 
been rejected but not followed up by the Shipper, including erroneous invoice queries 
where EOMRs and must reads have been charged for. 
 
The impact of accepting a meter read files out of sequence, i.e. newer data is received 
and processed before older data, would be the generation of an automated line-level 
rejection. Note that this would only happen if meter reads for the same meter point are 
submitted in fairly close proximity, which very rarely happens. 
 
It has been suggested that without file numbering validation, there is potential for files to 
go missing. The following safeguards exist against these concerns: 

• handshake files will provide Shippers with comfort that their files have been 
received; 

• validation rules for meter reads provide a degree of protection against provision of 
bad data; and 

• line level rejection exists to disallow bad reads for a number of reasons . 
 
File level rejection purely on the basis of erroneous numbering may in a fraction of cases 
serve some purpose, but in the vast majority it will prevent the loading of perfectly valid 
reads to the transporter database. Whilst there are many circumstances where file 
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numbering validation may be important, it is our view that the submission of meter 
readings is not one of them. 
 
To summarise the above, (and to be clear this is based on the implicit obligation of the 
transporter to validate AND reject) ESP does not support either Modification. The 
standardisation of file numbering is sensible, but ESP believes that validation and 
subsequent rejection by the transporter should be optional, since ESP does not wish to 
spend time responding to Shipper queries which result from rejected files and attempts to 
re-submit them. There may still be an opportunity to reflect this optionality in the 
modification proposal, which ESP would support. 
 
Consecutive vs. sequential numbering 
 
ESP recognises that the present Modifications seek to decide between two options, and so 
notwithstanding the views expressed above, believes it may still be helpful to express a 
preference if validation on numbering is to exist. 
 
There is in fact no great difference between each numbering system. Both mandate 
rejection of files. Under one we will reject some files, under the other we will reject 
more. Neither system encourages or facilitates increased submission of meter readings by 
Shippers, but sequential numbering will potentially allow more reads to be recorded on 
ESP’s system, with the obvious benefits (for AQ review, for example) that this brings. 
 
For ESP there is no difference in development cost or time between the two numbering 
systems proposed. It is after implementation that the difference in resource implications 
will be apparent. Rejection of a file that has failed consecutive numbering validation will 
mean rejection of all subsequent (automated) files until that rejection is picked up on by 
the shipper. This allows a backlog of rejected files to stack up, all of which will need to be 
manually altered and re-submitted with the next number in the sequence, which may need 
to be requested from the transporter. The Shipper will need to ‘reset’ its numbering 
accordingly, possibly with assistance from the Transporter. Rejection of a file that fails 
sequential numbering validation will also require Shipper attention, but subsequent read 
files can still be accepted in the meantime. 
 
ESP considers sequential numbering to be more flexible, since it does not discount 
continued generation of consecutive file numbers by those shippers who already do it. 
Sequential numbering facilitates a Shipper’s integration of meter read processes with 
those of large transporters. This is reason enough to favour it over consecutive numbering, 
since much shipper focus has been and should be on removing the requirement to deal 
with large and small transporters differently. 
 
Conclusion 
 
ESP believes both Modifications will introduce an additional level of validation that is not 
necessary for meter readings. If the assumption is that ESP must reject files based on 
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either numbering method then we are not in support. If the Modification seeks simply to 
determine numbering methods for reasons of future-proofing and standardisation, without 
mandating validation by the Transporter, then we support iGT024VV (sequential file 
numbering) above iGT024VAV (consecutive file numbering). 

 


